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The Allocation of Goods
Over the Life Cycle'
2.1 PRELIMINARIES
The purpose of the empirical work reported in this chapter is to ex-
plain consumption behavior over the life cycle. The model developed
in Chapter 1predicted some systematic relationships between a
household's consumption of goods (and time) and the wage rates of
its earners over their lifetime. My task now will be to develop an
empirical methodology capable of capturing these life cycle effects.
In Chapter 1it was shown in particular that the change in the
demand for goods at age t is:
(2.1)
with
b1 = (crxi —
b2 = (crx2 —
= — 1)€;
= —Pt);
NOTE: Ghez is solely responsible for this chapter.
1.I am grateful to Barry Geller for helpful computational assistance.2.1PRELIMINARIES 47
where
t= age of household head;
= percentage change in the consumption of market goods
at age
percentage change in the real wage rate of husband
(subscript 1) and wife (subscript 2) at age t;
= percentage change in some characteristic or environ-
mental variable Zthat governs nonmarket productivity;
r = real rate of interest at age t;
= rate of time preference at age t;
= partial elasticities of substitution between goods and
husband's and wife's home time;
= elasticity of substitution between commodities in period
tand commodities in period t+ 1;
s1, s2 = shares of husband's and wife's time in total costs of
commodities at age t;
elasticity of response of nonmarket productivity to a
1 per cent change in the environmental variable Z.
Equation (2.1) could be used directly as an estimating equation if
the following four conditions were met: (i) if household expectations
were in fact fulfilled; (ii) if complete life histories of households were
available; (iii)if changes in nonmarket productivity could be related
to some observable determinants called Z; (iv) if the elasticities b1,
b2, andwere constant.
These conditions are hard to meet. Since perfect foresight, for
one, is an unreasonable assumption, I formulate a more plausible
expectations model in the next section.
In the second place, reinterview data are scarce and incomplete.
In section 3, therefore,I develop a procedure for testing life cycle
behavior with cross-sectional data.
Third, observable determinants of nonmarket productivity are
difficult to come by with existing data.Ishall assume henceforth
that increases in family size are either the source or are highly cor-
related with factors that raise productivity in the home.
In the development of an estimating equation, I shall also assume
that the elasticities b1, b2,andin equation (2.1) are all constant.
In other words, I assume that the rate of interest net of time prefer-48 THE ALLOCATION OF GOODS OVER THE LIFE CYCLE
ence, the elasticities of substitution in production 2 and in consump-
tion, and factor shares are all constant. The validity of the assumption
of constant factor shares is tested in Chapter
2.2 AN EXPECTATIONS MODEL
Suppose that household anticipations were not fully realized. What
would be the effect of these errors on the consumption path? Con-
sider first the substitution of goods for home time. Since we as-
sumed that the production function is homogeneous of the first
degree, factor proportions in production at any age depend only on
the real wage rates and on the shape of the production function at
that age. Goods intensity of production is independent of commodity
output and therefore of all future variables. Since actual changes in
factor proportions at any age depend on the actual change in factor
prices at that age, they are independent of whether expectations are
fulfilled or not.4
By contrast, the absolute level of consumption of goods at any age
t depends on expectations held at that age, because the absolute
amount of commodity consumption at t depends on estimated full
wealth at tand on anticipated prices.
Thus, if price or income expectations were not fulfilled, the actual
change in goods and commodity consumption would be governed
not only by substitution effects, as explained in Chapter 1, but also
by wealth effects.
To give a more formal presentation, Ishall suppose that elas-
2. Subject to a minor qualification, if partial elasticities of substitution are con-
stant they are necessarily equal, i.e.,= =u-12. See Hirofumi Uzawa, "Production
Functions with Constant Elasticities of Substitution," Review of Economic Studies
(October 1962), pp. 291 —299.
3. The factor shares s1 and S2 would not in general be constant if the elasticities
of substitution in production were not unity.
4. This implication is no longer true if there are costs of adjustment associated
with inputs. In the short run the stock of durable goods is fixed for each household.
Therefore, unanticipated changes in real income give rise to diminishing returns in
the use of household time, and generate induced substitution effects away from com-
modities produced with fixed stocks of durable goods. Further developments are
contained in Gilbert R. Ghez, "Life Cycle Demand for Consumer Durable Goods"
(unpublished, 1968).2.2AN EXPECTATIONS MODEL 49
ticities of substitutionin consumption are constant and equal.5
The actual change in commodity consumption of a given household
at age t of the head is
= — — —± — Pt); (2.2)
where
= the actual percentage change in the price of commodities
at age t;
W= the unanticipated percentage change in full wealth at t;
= the unanticipated percentage change at tin a price index of
current and future commodities.
Ifall future prices and incomes were prefectly predicted, the
actual change in commodity consumption at age t would be simply
Ocrt + — p), as developed in Chapter 1. The introduction
of unexpected changes has in general two effects:
i.It introduces wealth effects on consumption. The unexpected
change in real wealth is
— and this creates a percentage
change of
—in commodity consumption, since the wealth
elasticity of consumption has bQen assumed to equal unity, as ex-
plained in note 5.
It affects the actual amount of substitution in consumption,
since the relevant change in relative prices is
—rather than
.fr* alone.
For instance, an unexpectedly high wage rate at age t, whether
or not it is accompanied by an upward revision of future Wage ex-
pectations, raises full wealth. It also raises the value of the price
index. As long as hours of work are positive, full wealth would rise
more than the price index, and therefore real wealth would increase.6
5. Notice that if the utility function is additively separable and has constant elastic-
ities of substitution, it is necessarily homogeneous. Wealth elasticities of consump-
tion are equal to unity. For a proof, see Daniel McFadden, "Constant Elasticity of
Substitution Production Functions," Review of Economic Studies (June 1963), pp.
73—83.
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Over itslife cycle, a household could be underestimating its
real wealth at certain times and overestimating it at others. There-
fore, if households were taken as units of observation, wealth and
substitution effects could be sorted out only if a direct measure of
estimated wealth were available or if a relationship could be estab-
lished between expectations and past realizations.
Yet,if we consider a group of households whose permanent
characteristics are the same, it is plausible that some households
overestimate, while other households underestimate, their future
incomes, their future market and nonmarket efficiency, and their
life span. Ishall suppose that on the average expectations are ful-
filled.In other words, ifall households that are homogeneous in
such permanent characteristics as schooling and race are grouped
by year of age, the average unexpected change in full wealth and in




=percentage revision, at age t of the household, of the ith member's wage rate
expectation at age t';
= ratio of the ith member's (estimated) discounted full earnings at age t' to
household full wealth (estimated) at age t;
= discounted estimated share of commodities at age t'in family full wealth
(estimated) at age t.
Therefore,
— =
Actually equation (2.2) is sufficiently general to accommodate the effects of mis-
taken expectations and revisions of future expectations not only about wage rates,
but also about nonwage income, nonmarket efficiency, interest rates, and the life
span. An unexpectedly high nonwage income, a windfall, raises real wealth by rais-
ing full wealth, while an unexpected increase in nonmarket efficiency raises real wealth
by reducing the value of the price index. An unexpectedly low rate of interest at time
t raises or reduces real wealth according as the household is a net borrower or a net
lender at that particular time. An upward revision in life expectancy raises full wealth
as long as the extra years are not all spent in retirement; since it also increases the
number of periods over which wealth is to be allocated, current consumption would
rise or fall according as the extra earnings were greater or smaller than the consump-
tion of goods during the extra years of life.2.3TRENDS REAL WEALTH 51
Since within-cohort expectations are unbiased, changes in cohort
consumption are governed by substitution effects alone. For the hth
homogeneous group we have:
Cht = + crc(r* — p)
= + + + 0.c(r* — (2.4)
and
— + — + — l)E2h1 + oc(r* —p);
(2.5)
where the subscripts ht denote the geometric mean of a variable over
all households within group h at age t of the household head.
2.3TRENDS IN REAL WEALTH
AsImentioned in section 2.1, no systematic reinterview data are
available.I proceed now to show how the model can be tested with
cross-sectional data.
In a cross section, households differ in their real wealth. If, for a
given cohort, all households that are homogeneous in permanent
characteristics such as schooling and race are grouped by age of
head, average real wealth would be independent of age, as indicated
in the expectations model described in section 2.2. But even for
homogeneous groups, average real wealth varies across cohorts.
Hence, in a cross section, average real wealth is expected to vary with
age. Since real wage rates are growing overtime, younger schooling-
and race-specific cohorts have higher real wealth than comparable
older ones. Similarly, if average household productivity is rising over
time, the absolute price of commodities will fall over time and real
wealth will rise.
More formally, we have
— — — + Tc(r*— p); (2.6)
where the dot above a variable denotes the percentage difference in
that variable for a one-year difference in age in the cross section,
and
= — (1 — + —
+ — + — 1)€Zhtcrcfr*— p). (2.7)— —--
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If growth in market productivity is age-neutral and occurs at a con-
stant ratefor both husband and wife, in the sense that it raises the
wages of both at a constant rateregardless of age, and if non-
market productivity growth occurs at the constant rate of g1, then
and = (S1 + — g1. Hence,
= blWlht+b2wzht + bzZht + (2.8)
where b1, b2, andare defined as for cohort behavior [see equation
(2.1)], but wherenow includes not only the effects of the interest
rate and of time preference but also the effects of trends in market
and nonmarket efficiency: 8
crc(r*— p) —[(1 — s1 — s2) + + — (1 —
If we integrate equation (2.8) we get the appropriate consumption
function for the cross section:
log Xht = b0 + b1 log Wlht + b2 log W2hg +log Zh( + bet;(2.9)
where b0 is an indicator of real wealth of the youngest cohort in the
cross section. In principle, life cycle consumption behavior could be
estimated from a single cross section by using equation (2.8) or (2.9).
From a relatively complex model rather simple estimating equations
have been generated.
For the actual empirical computations reported in the next
several sections, these equations had to be modified somewhat,
because of data limitations, which I discuss in more detail below. In
particular, I use annual earnings to measure wage rates, and I assume
that there are no differences among cohorts in nonmarket efficiency.9
7.If factor shares were not constant, P would also depend on the covariance be-
tween the budget shares, k, of consumption in full income and the combined share of
husband's and wife's time, s1 + s2.
8. In the same manner, one can derive equations for consumption time appropriate
for the cross section:
= —4- + + I = 1, 2.
Since the production function is homogeneous,
i=1,2.
In Chapter 3, Becker uses this methodology to estimate the demand for time
by men.
9. A simultaneous equation bias is introduced because earnings and consumption
are jointly determined in the model. Instrumental variables estimation techniques
would have been more appropriate than ordinary least squares.—_ _
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2.4 THE DATA
The main data source '° used is the Survey of Consumer Expenditures
for 1960—61, conducted by the Bureau of Labor Statistics." This is a
nationwide survey of family expenditure, income, and several per-
sonal characteristics of 13,728 households. The survey covers the
two years 1960 and 1961. Observations from both periods were
retained in order not to reduce the sample size inordinately.
Households were cross-classified in the following ways:'2
I. By age of household head: 44 age groups by single year of
age of the head, ranging from age 22 up to age 65.
ii. By education of the household head: levelI: 0—8 years of
schooling; level II: 9—12 years of schooling; level Ill: 13 or more years
of schooling.
Age 22 was chosen as the lower bound because below that age
the cells were often very small in size and because it is appropriate to
delete those years of age inwhich many household heads (and their
spouses) are pursuing full-time schooling.'3 Age 65 was chosen asthe
upper bound because in many households earners beyond that age
are retired.'4
Households were classified by schooling in order to verify
whether or not life cycle patterns differ among households that differ
in some permanent characteristic.'5 Households with a higher level
10. An auxiliary source used is the 1/1,000 sample of the U.S. population in 1960
(see Chapter 3, note 36, below). Some of the results which I obtained from pooling the
BLS Survey with the 1/1,000 sample are reported in Chapter 4.
11. For a detailed description, see Consumer Expenditures and Income: Survey
Guidelines,BLS Bull. 1684, 1971. See also Helen H. Lamale, Methodologyof the Survey
of Consumer Expenditures in 1950 (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, 1959).
12. The General Purpose Tapes created by the BLS were used, rather than the
tabulated data. The latter give mean expenditures and income by age of family head,
but with intervals of ten years of age. Moreover, family income by source is not clas-
sified by age.
13. Indeed, under those conditions, the price of time would be measured by the
discounted value of marginal returns to schooling, rather than by the potential wage
rate. See Chapter 1.
14. In the BLS Survey of Consumer Expenditures, the proportion of retired
persons rises from 10 per cent at age 62, to 21 per cent at age 65, 37 per cent at age 66,
46 per cent at age 67, and exceeds 50 per cent starting with age 69.
15. A sorting of households by race as well as schooling would have been under-
taken had nonwhite cells been sufficiently large. But the mean cell size for nonwhites
between ages 22 and 65 is 16.6 for education level I, 12.1 for level II, and 2.9 for level III,
with many empty or small cells.54 THE ALLOCATION OF GOODS OVER THE LIFE CYCLE
of educatiOn are expected to have a very different consumption pat-
tern than households with less education. In the first place, after
completion of school the potential wage rate of the former group is
higher, thereby inducing substitution toward the consumption of
goods. Second, higher-educated people may have a higher level of
real wealth because they are more able or because they have easier
access to funds to finance their investments. This difference in life-
time real income would imply that the higher the level of education,
the higher the consumption profile. According to the model de-
veloped in Chapter 1, the shape of the consumption profile would
depend largely on the shape of the wage profile. The responsiveness
of consumption to the wage rate over the life cycle would depend on
(i) the importance of time in household production and (ii) substitu-
tion elasticities. This responsiveness would be the same at all levels
of educationfactor shares and elasticities of substitution did not
differ by level of education. The higher wage rates of the more edu-
cated imply a substitution toward goods, but the factor shares would
still be the same for all levels of education if the elasticity of substitu-
tion in production was equal to unity. In other words, the responsive-
ness of consumption to changes in the wage rate over the life cycle
need not differ by level of schooling. This is a question that empirical
estimation can resolve.
As shown in Table 2.1, the mean cell size is largest for education
level II,i.e., for those households whose heads have completed nine
to 12 years of schooling. The range of cell size across observations is
wide: cell sizes are largest during the central years of life and taper
off at the extremes.
Within each cell,I constructed the arithmetic means of certain
TABLE 2.1
CELL SIZES IN THE BLS SURVEY OF CONSUMER EXPENDITURES, 1960—61,





1(0—8 years) 83.7 11—145
Il(9—l2years) 118.2 . 50—145
III (13 years or more) 54.7 19—892.4THE DATA 55
variables.'6 Arithmetic means were used rather than the more appro-
priate geometric ones because the latter involve an obvious computa-
tional defect when zero values are encountered. In addition, the use
of arithmetic means facilitates comparisons with other studies. Pre-
sumably this change of variable is not a source of much bias: under
fairly general conditions the results are not affected at all.'7
As my basic measure of consumption I took the sum of: (i) ex-
penditures on nondurable goods and services;18 (ii) the imputed value
of housing services plus expenses for automobile operation; (iii)
gifts.
For the model developed in Chapter 1, it was assume.d that all
goods are nondurable. To incorporate durable goods into the model,
I suppose that their services enter the prod uctipn function for com-
modities, along with nondurables and home time. As long as the price
of the services of durable goods relative to the price of nondu rabies
is constant over time, the sum of the value of the services of durables
and nondurables would form a composite good whose behavior
would depend on the real wage.
The BLS survey data are not adequate for calculating the value
of the services of many durable goods. For housing, I estimated the
average implicit rental of owners within each cell by the average rent
paid by renters in the corresponding cell. This procedure is based on
the assumption that capital markets are perfect, that there are no
transactions costs associated with rentals or purchases, and that
holders of durable goods are perfectly indifferent between owner-
ship and rental of these goods. For automobiles, I included expenses
for automobile operation in my measure of consumption on the as-
sumption that these are proportional to the services of automobiles.
For other durable goods, such as house furnishings and durable
recreation goods, no adjustment was possible. Hence, my measure
of consumption understates true consumption. The underestimate
16. Since the Survey of Consumer Expenditures is a stratified sample,Iused
weighted means, using the reported survey weights. For the small-city stratum the
weights for individual households were not reported by the BLS in order to preserve
the anonymity of the respondents. Households in that stratum were weighted by the
average weight of the stratum.
17. See the appendix to this chapter.
18. This is the BLS category "expenditures on current consumption" minus
purchases of durable goods reported in the survey (purchases of furnishings and
equipment, automobiles, TVs, radios, and musical instruments) minus expenses on
owned dwelling.w -
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would be relatively small at early years of age, if at the outset of the
life cycle, initial stocks of durable goods were below their optimum
levels. Some evidence of this condition is seen in the pattern of net
investment in durable goods in the BLS Survey of Consumer Expend-
itures: net investment in durable goods rises at early ages, reaching a
peak in the late twenties, then gradually declining and turning nega-
tive in the late sixties. Therefore, total true consumption would rise
more rapidly at least initially than a measure of consumption that ex-
cluded the services of durable goods.
Gifts are included in my measure of consumption since these are
a form of expenditure and the model of derived demand developed in
Chapter 1 can be presumed to apply to them as well. Expenditures on
property insurance are included, but not expenditures on personal
insurance.
The Survey of Consumer Expenditures covers annual earnings of
each household during the survey year, but does not contain informa-
tion on hours of work and wage rates of each family member sepa-
rately. As a measure of the price of time, I used family earnings plus
self-employment income.'9 A full justification for the use of family
earnings as a measure of the price of time is given in the appendix to
this chapter. In brief, if the wife's wage rate is relatively steady over
the life cycle (barring growth in real wages), as in fact it seems to be,2°
variations in her yearly earnings will basically reflect variations in her
hours of work resulting from changes in the husband's wage rate
(and from changes in nonmarket productivity). Her earnings will rise
as his wage rate rises if his and her time are either complementary or
not very strong substitutes. Moreover, his yearly earnings will rise as
his wage rate rises.2' Hence, family earnings will be positively related
to his wage rate, as long as the correlation between his and her earn-
ings is positive or not strongly negative.22
19. These are before-tax earnings. No attempt was made to correct for the
progressivity of the income tax.
20. See in particular James Smith, "The Life Cycle Allocation of Time in a Family
Context" (University of Chicago: Ph.D. diss., 1972). In his data from the Survey of
Economic Opportunity, 1967, men's wages fluctuate over a much wider range than
wOmen's.
21. In this discussion I exclude interest rate and time preference effects.
22. One difficulty is that changes in wife's earnings reflect also changes in her
(and his) nonmarket productivity. Therefore, changes in family earnings would also
reflect these life cycle changes. For instance, if nonmarket effects were neutral across2.4THE DATA 57
No data exist on interest rates by age of head. However, as ex-
plained above, as long as interest rates are the same at all years of
age, their effect on consumption is incorporated in the effect of age
of head.
No direct measures of nonmarket productivity exist.I shall sup-
that within each education group, production functions are the
same for all cohorts in the cross section. In other words, at any par-
ticular time, the benefits of technological change in the household
sector are spread over all households having the same level of educa-
tion.
Other variables also retained from the BLS survey were family
size and total family income.
The cross-sectional patterns of mean consumption and mean
earnings by age of head are displayed in Figures 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3.
The curves in Figure 2.1 portray over-all mean earnings and
consumption by age of head for all education levels combined. As
predicted by the theory, earnings tend to rise initially, reach a peak
the mid- or late forties, and then decline. The rise and subsequent
decline in earnings is presumably due not only to the rise and fall in
wage rates, but also to the rise and fall in hours of work. Consumption
distinctly follows the same path as earnings, rising initially, peaking
at about age 45, and falling thereafter. It is important to note, how-
ever, that the consumption profile is' less steep than the earnings
profile: its initial rise is gentler, and its fall less rapid, than that of
earnings, with earnings falling below consumption at about age 65.
This smoothing of the income stream is an implication of the model
developed in Chapter 1, although the point was not discussed there.
If substitution in production is easier than in consumption, and the
rate of interest net of time preference is close to zero, consumption
will rise as wage rates and earnings rise, and fall as they fall. When
consumption equals annual earnings its rate of change must be
smaller (in absolute value) than that of earnings because if com-
modity output were constant (say because= 0), consumption of
goods would rise more gently than earnings when the wage rate.
rose; a fortiori, this would occur if commodity output fell when the
factors, and if the elasticity of substitution in consumption was smaller than unity,
improvements in home productivity would induce all family members to increase their
hours of work and thus family earnings._
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FIGURE 2.1
FAMILY CONSUMPTION AND EARNINGS BY AGE OF HEAD,
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wage rate rose because of commodity substitution.23 As noted above,
this smoothing of income is observed in the data, which thereby
provide some support to the model.
Households in each successively higher level of schooling have
earnings profiles higher than those in the levels below (Figure 2.2).
Their earnings tend to rise more rapidly and for a longer period of
time. This is precisely what one would expect if on-the-job training
were positively related to schooling. The consumption of households
23. For proof, notice that earnings E net of consumption Xare equal to full earn-
ings net of expenditures on household commodities: The rate of
change of expenditures on commodities is (neglecting effects of interest rates and time
preferences) (1 — < W for all values of 0, since s (the combined share of
household labor) is smaller than unity.
A slight modification in the argument is required if male and female wage rates
grow at different rates, and if the production of human capital is considered.FIGURE 2.2
FAMILY EARNINGS BY AGE AND EDUCATION OF HEAD
o Education level 111 (more than 12 years)
+ Education level 11(9-12 years)
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with more education alsorises much more rapidly up to the mid-
forties (Figure 2.3). Peak consumption is about two and a half times
consumption at early years of age for households in which the head
is at least a high school graduate, and less than twice that amount for
householdswith the least-educated heads. This apparent parallel
arching of the consumption profiles with the earnings profiles is one
of the striking features revealed by the data, and predictedby the
theory. Also, as one would expect, the consumption profile of house-
holds with more education tends to lie uniformly above that of house-
FIGURE 2.3
FAMILY CONSUMPTION BY AGE AND EDUCATION OF HEAD
o Education level III (more than 12 years)






























































MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF FAMILY EARNINGS AND CONSUMPTION




























SOURCE: BLS Survey of Consumer Expenditures, 1960—61. Weighted sta-
tistics over age cells ranging from age 22 to 65 (weight = cell size).
holds with less education, because real wealth is greater for those
having more schooling. This may be seen also in Table 2.2, which
gives means and standard deviations of earnings and consumption
by level of schooling.
For all heads combined and within each education group the
consumption profile lies below the earnings profile except during old
age. Part of the explanation for this is that the services of some
durable goods are not included in my measure of consumption.
Secondly, each cohort is transferring more assets to future genera-
tions than it received from previous ones.
2.5 RESULTS
With observations ordered by age of head, I ran linear regressions of
the logarithm of mean consumption of goods on the logarithm of
mean earnings, the logarithm of mean family size, and age.24 The
standard format is:
log B0+ Be log B13 log Bet; (2.10)
where
24. Similar regressions are presented in Chapter 3 on the life cycle allocation of
time. Becker and Irecognize that simultaneous equation estimates would have been
preferable, but feel strongly that the approach taken here is a useful first step.w —
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= mean family consumption of goods at age tot the head;
= mean family earnings at age
= mean family size at age t.25
Regressions are weighted by the square root of cell size in order to
reduce heteroscedasticity arising from differences in cell sizes within
the sample.26 Results are presented in Table 2.3 on the lines labeled X.
The coefficients of all the independent variables are positive in
all cases. The t values for earnings are high: over 16.0 for all house-
holds combined, and ranging from 7.7 to 13.0 within education
groups.27 For family size the t ratio is about 7.8 for the total sample,
and ranges from about 3.0 to 6.0 within education groups. For age
of head, the t value is 7.0 for the over-all sample and varies from 3.7
to 7.2 in the subsamples.
Estimates obtained using the BLS category "expenditures on
current consumption" (ECC) as the dependent variable are also
shown in Table 2.3. EGG includes the purchase of all durable goods
except dwellings, and underestimates the value of owned housing.28
It is therefore a hybrid, closer in spirit to a measure of expenditure
than to a measure of use of goods. The single most important dif-
ference between the ECC series and X stems from the treatment of
durable goods. Direct evidence shows that the elasticity of purchases
of major durable goods with respect to earnings exceeds the earn-
ings elasticity of demand for many nondurables.29 The coefficients I
obtained for earnings using ECC are positive and slightly larger than
those obtained using my constructed measure of consumption (X)
(except in the college group). Moreover, the age coefficients are
25. On the use of arithmetic means instead of geometric ones, see the appendix to
this chapter.
26. For a discussion of weighted regressions when the sample is stratified, see
Lawrence Klein, A Textbook of Econometrics (Evanston, Ill.: Row, Peterson, 1953).
27. Standard errors have not been adjusted for possible non independence of the
"time series."
28. For owners of dwellings the BLS survey records interest on mortgages, taxes,
and repairs. This is an underestimate of the value of owned housing because mortgage
interest is less than total interest forgone, and depreciation is not fully recorded.
29. Using the same basic double log format as in (2.10), I found the coefficient of
earnings for all heads combined to be 0.83 for furnishings (net of insurance), 1.22 for
automobile purchases, 0.69 for the purchase of durable recreation goods (radio, TV,
musical instruments), but only 0.35 for food and 0.29 for adjusted rents. For clothing it
is 1.01. All tvalues exceed 2.2.5RESULTS 63
smaller and consistently not significant when ECC is the dependent
variable. The reason is that ECC understates the cost of hdme
ownership, since it includes interest on mortgages, but not on equity.
Since equity rises with age, ECC understates the cost of home owner-
ship especially at older ages.
A nonzero coefficient for earnings is predicted by the theory de-
veloped in Chapter 1. An increase in the price of time raises the
demand for goods relative to time and reduces the demand for future
goods relative to present ones. The coefficient for the price of time
would be zero, sampling and measurement errors aside, only in the
TABLE 2.3














Watson Log E LogFS Age
All Education Levels; Ages 22—65
X 3.4835 0.5253 0.2593 0.0035 .9904 .9794 1.7386
(16.3577)(7.7945)(7.2497)
ECC 3.4388 0.5580 0.2450 0.0000 .9909 .9804 1.6328
(16.2703)(6.8961)(0.0017)
Grade School; Ages 22—65
X 3.6870 0.4859 0.2586 0.0Ô38 .9717 .9401 2.3476
(13.2405)(5.9641)(3.7202)
ECC 3.7020 0.5105 0.2612 0.0006 .9727 .9422 2.7890
(12.0483)(5.2166)(0.5110)
HighSchool;Ages 22—65
X 4.2127 0.4219 0.2932 0.0071 .9577 .9109 2.0118
(7.7016)(5.5886)(7.1918)
ECC 4.0093 0.4748 0.2789 0.0031 .9592 .9140 2.1920
(9.0884)(5.5751)(3.2708)
College; Ages 22—65
X 2.9662 0.6001 0.1746 0.0051 .9659 .9279 2.2035
(9.8524)(2.9582)(3.8379)
ECC 3.3090 0.5889 0.1592 0.0011 .9620 .9199 2.1413
(10.4940)(2.9283)(0.8740)
NOTE: X= family consumption (see text for items included), FCC = BLS concept
of expenditures on current consumption, Efamily earnings, FS = family size.64 THE ALLOCATION OF GOODS OVER THE LIFE CYCLE
singular case in which substitution in consumption was equal in
magnitude to substitution in production. If we interpret family earn-
ings as a measure of the price of time, the positive coefficients for
earnings are consistent with the hypothesis that substitution in pro-
duction is easier than in consumption.3° The coefficients for earnings
are in fact quite large. When all heads are combined it is equal to
about 0.53: a 10 per cent rise in family earnings raises the demand
for goods by more than 5 per cent.3'
The test against the null hypothesis that earnings have no effect
on consumption over the life cycle is a test against an alternative
model of consumption behavior. Under that hypothesis goods pro-
vide utility directly, rather than through the production of com-
modities. Moreover, the allocation of time between work and other
activities is determined exogenously, rather than within the model.
With a lifetime horizon, perfect capital markets, and no unexpected
changes in wealth, the consumption of each household will be the
same at all ages if the rate of interest net of time preference is zero
and family size is constant. Consumption rises with age if the rate of
interest net of time preference is positive or if family size is rising.
The rise or fall of consumption will be independent of the rise or fall
of earnings. The earnings stream together with interest rates would
determine the household's wealth and thus the level of the Consump-
tion stream, but not the rising or falling of consumption with age. If
we assumed that income expectations were unbiased, that model
would predict that changes in cohort consumption would be inde-
pendent of changes in earnings with age. In other words, it predicts
that Be = 0 in equation (2.10), sampling and measurement errors
30. In the appendix to this chapter, I show that Be0 as crf Strictly speak-
ing, the double logarithmic format of equation (2.10) is not completely appropriate
when earnings are used as a measure of the price of time, because the elasticity of
earnings with respect to the wage rate is not constant.
31. These coefficients are smaller than the usual estimates of the elasticity of
consumption with respect to permanent income, but somewhat larger than those of
the elasticity of consumption with respect to transitory income. See for instance,
Ronald Bodkin, "Windfall Income and Consumption" and Milton Friedman, Com-
ments, in Irving Friend and Robert Jones, eds., Proceedings of Conference on Con-
sumption and Saving, vol. 2 (Philadelphia, University of Pennsylvania Press, 1960),
pp. 175—187 and 191—212. Also see Jacob Mincer, "Employment and Consumption,"
Review of Economics and Statistics (February 1960), pp. 20—26.2.5RESULTS 65
aside. This hypothesis is close in spirit to the Modigliani-Brumberg
model of consumption planning,32 if to their lifetime hypothesis we
append the assumption that income expectations are unbiased.
The regressions reported in Table 2.3 provide strong evidence
against the simple alternative hypothesis. The coefficient for earnings
is well above zero, and the estimates are statistically significant.
Family size exerts a positive effect on consumption. For all heads
combined the coefficient of family size is about 0.26: a doubling of
family size raises consumption by a little more than 25 per cent. The
effect of family size on consumption is in the same direction as the
effect of earnings, but it is considerably weaker. A 5 per cent rise in
consumption is elicited by a 10 per cent rise in earnings or by a 20 per
cent rise in family size over the life cycle.
Family size is included in the regressions to control for some
factors which influence the demand for goods (and time).33 An
increase in the number of children per family would raise the demand
for the wife's time. To increase her time in the production of child
services she would reduce her time spent at work. Eventually, with a
sufficiently large family, she would cease working altogether. She
would meet any further increase in family size by reducing her time in
other, presumably less time-intensive, home activities. Predictions
about the effect of changes in family size on goods consumed by the
household are not so clear-cut. An increase in the number of children
would raise the demand for goods used in child rearing relative to
goods used in other nonmarket activities, but it would raise the de-
mand for future goods relatively more than the demand for current
ones, as long as older children were more goods-intensive than
32. See the references listed in Chapter 1, note 25. See also Franco Modigliani
and Albert Ando, "Tests of the Life Cycle Hypothesis of Saving," Bulletin of the Oxford
University Institute of Statistics (May 1957), p. 105; and Modigliani and Ando, "The
Life Cycle Hypothesis of Saving," American Economic Review (March 1963), p. 56.
33. A nonzero coefficient for family size is consistent with a wide variety of naive
models. If utility depended on goods per unit of family size (or better, per unit of family
equivalent), the effect of an increase in family size on goods over the life cycle would
be positive or negative according as the elasticity of substitution in consumption was
smaller than or greater than unity. Another naive decision rule would be that changes
in goods per unit family size depend only on changes in earnings per unit family over
the life cycle. This hypothesis is rejected, since the sum of the coefficients for earnings
and for family size, Be + differs significantly from unity.66
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young ones. In principle, therefore, a control for family age composi-
tion as well as size would have been preferable.34 Moreover, if births
and their timing were endogenous; the demand for goods (and time)
and,the demand for children would be simultaneously. determined. A
full system to explain all these remains a subject for future research.35
The coefficient for age is 0.0035 when all households are com-
bined: in the absence of differences in earnings or in family size,
consumption would rise with age in the cross section at a rate of less
than one-half of 1 per cent per year of age. Age is a variable often
included in regression analyses of consumption behavior. Sometimes
the only interpretation offered for the observed effect of age is that
tastes may shift with age. More often it is discussed in relation to the
changes in income expectations and family size that may occur over
the life cycle, and to the importance of credit ceilings.36 In the context
of life cycle behavior, the interpretation of the coefficient of age is
clear: it measures the combined effect of interest rates net of time
preference and of trends in productivity.
Over all, the basic model seems consistent with the data. The
regressions for each level of education are not very different from
the over-all regression. Moreover, the R2 are high, and there is no
evidence of serial correlation of the residuals as measured by the
Durbin-Watson d statistic.
In order to test the robustness of the findings, I ran the same re-
gressions in first-difference form:
log BeA log E,+ log FS,+ B,.
The estimates are reported on the first line of Table 2.9, below. Again,
the coefficients of all the variables are found to be positive and of the
34. See, for instance, Michael Lansberger, "An Integrated Model of Consumption
and Market Activity: The Children Effect' (mimeo., 1971). At any rate, instrumental
variables estimation techniques would have been more appropriate than ordinary least
squares, to account for the simultaneous determination of consumption and family
size.
35. For instance, the timing of children is not independentof the timing of
marriage.
36. See the rather brief discussions of the effects of age in Milton Friedman, A
Theory of the Consumption Function (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press for
NBER, 1957) and Harold W. Watts, "Long-Run Income Expectations and Consumer
Saving," in T. Dernberg et al., eds., Studies In Household Economic Behavior, vol. 9
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1958).2.6FURTHER TESTS 67
same order of magnitude as in the level equations of (2.10). However,
the t values are somewhat reduced.
If interest rates or time preference varied systematically with age,
or if trends in productivity were not constant, age would not operate
linearly on consumption. To test against this alternative, I introduced
the square of age into the level regressions of equation (2.10). In
Table 2.4, it can be seen that in all samples except that for college-
educated heads, the coefficient of age squared is zero.
One effect of the introduction of age squared is to reduce the
size of the coefficients for earnings. This suggests that a systematic
relation may exist. Mincer has shown that earnings are well explained
by years of schooling and a quadratic function of experience.37 And
indeed if years of experience 38 and its square are used, rather than
age and its square, to explain consumption, the coefficients for earn-
ings are reduced slightly more (see Table 2.4).
2.6 FURTHER TESTS
In the previous section I showed that earnings exert a positive effect
on consumption over the life cycle. This result is consistent with the
model of consumption developed in Chapter 1. Yet this does not en-
sure that the model provides a complete description of behavior.
Although I have produced high values of R2 with a limited set of vari-
ables, nevertheless,I may well have neglected some important de-
terminants. Moreover, a positive relationship between consumption
and earnings could be predicted under quite different hypotheses. A
positive correlation between.consumption and earnings is no proof
that only substitution effects are at work over the life cycle. Indeed, in
general, it may reflect both income and substitution effects and the
appropriate task is to determine the relative strength of each. Con-
sider the following model:
(2.12)
37. See Jacob Mincer, Schooling, Experience, and Earnings (New York: NBER,
1974).
38. Years of experience are defined as: Age — t8, where t8 = 11 years for the
over-all sample, 7 years for the grade school group, 11 years for the high 'school
group, and 15 years for the college group.
39.I am grateful to James Heckman for this formulation.w — -
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TABLE 2.4
REGRESSIONS FOR CONSUMPTION OF GOODS: EFFECTS
OF AGE AND POST-SCHOOL TRAINING
(dependent variable is log of family consumption)
Inter-
cept






Watson Log ELog FS Age (Age)2 Exp. (Exp.)2
All Education Levels; Ages 22—65
3.52070.51890.25090.0050—0.0000 .9904 1.7492
(10.1785)(4.1032) (0.5206) (—0.1640)
All Education Levels; Ages 24—65
3.56820.51780.2608 0.0046—0.0000.9894.97671.7633
(9.8963)(3.9859) (0.6244) (—0.1265)
Grade School; Ages 22—65
3.71480.48090.24860.0053—0.0000 .9718.93862.3277
(10.8285)(3.7892) (0.7200) (—0.2053)
Grade School; Ages 20—65
3.75030.47960.2525 0.0052—0.0000.9724.94032.3474
(11.0454)(3.9897) (0.8790) (—0.2226)
High School; Ages 22—65
4.37600.39580.25830.0130—0.0001 .9578.90902.0478
(4.6103)(2.5227) (0.8749) (—0.3990)









NOTE: E = family earnings, FS = family size, Exp. = experience in the labor market.2.6FURTHER TESTS 69
where
= life cycle or permanent level of earnings appropriate to age
group t;
= deviation of measured earnings from their life cycle compo-
nent, i.e., E= P+ U;
= disturbance term.
The relation as written in equation (2.10) is misspecified. To examine
the bias, write equation (2.12) as
X =+ + (b2 — + (2.13)
The bias in the estimate of b1 from the omission of the "measurement
error" isE(61)— b1 = (b2 — bi)beu,where is the expected
value of the least squares estimate of b1, and ben is the regression
coefficient in a regression of the omitted variable U on the included




It we assume there to be no correlation in the sample between perma-
nent levelsand "measurement error" then 4°
b
variance (Ui)
— variance (Pr) +
If we approximate the numerator by the sampling variance of the
mean for a typical age group, an estimate of beu can be obtained.
Table 2.5 contains values of the variance of family earnings by
selected years of age of the household head. This variance essentially
rises with age and years of schooling. Using the variance at age 40
(which is close to the mean age in the sample), and the variance of
mean earnings across age groups we get the estimates of beu in Table
2.6. On the face ofit, the bias resulting from income effects is
relatively small.
Regressions reported in Table 2.3 explained variations in con-
sumption by variations in earnings, family size, and age. In order to
treat the components of income more symmetrically, I introduce non-
wage income, R, as an additional variable. It is computed as the dif-
40. In equation (2.12) and therefore in the expression for beu, all variables are in
logarithms. The calculations of beu below take account of this fact.70 THE ALLOCATION OF GOODS OVER THE LIFE CYCLE
TABLE 2.5
VARIANCE OF FAMILY EARNINGS BY SELECTED YEARS OF AGE
AND EDUCATION LEVEL OF THE HOUSEHOLD HEAD, 1960—61
(millions of dollars)
Age of Education Level
Household
Head All I II Ill
25 5.93 2.51 4.30 7.34
30 13.92 7.07 9.28 18.88
35 15.10 6.98 12.26 17.78
40 18.76 10.42 12.23 23.60
45 16.16 7.44 13.65 26.65
50 24.37 10.16 16.11 .39.46
55 18.70 12.97 14.37 24.06
60 27.71 13.54 16.90 64.66
65 22.78 18.36 10.40 58.73
SOURCE: BLS Survey of Consumer Expenditures, 1960—61.
TABLE 2.6
COMPUTATION OF REGRESSION BIAS
Education Level
All I II Ill
1.Estimate of the variance
of the log of earnings at
age 40 a 0.37 0.53 0.25 0.23
2.Cell size at age 40 337 88 169 80
3.Variance of the log of
mean earnings across
age groups 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.02
beu 0.03 0.17 0.05 0.10
NOTE: beu = (line 1/line 2)/[line 3 + (line 1/line 2)].
SOURCE: BLS Survey of Consumer Expenditures, 1960—61.
a. This estimate is a linear approximation (around mean earnings at age
40) to the variance of the logarithm of earnings at age 40: it is equal to the
square of the coefficient of variation of earnings at age 40. For this computa-
tion,I used the variances given in Table 2.5.2.6FURTHER TESTS 71
ference between total family income, Y, and family earnings, E, and
is entered in the regression in logarithmic form. Results are given in
Table 2.8, below (first line). Nonwage income exerts a positive effect
on consumption over the life cycle. The t ratio is 3.8 when all house-
holds are combined, and ranges from 1.9 to 2.9 within education
classes. In all cases the size of the coefficient is relatively small. It is
about 0.066 for all households combined and is of the same order of
magnitude within each education group: a 10 per cent rise in non-
wage income raises family consumption by approximately two-thirds
of 1 per cent.
If cohort expectations about nonwage income were unbiased,
savings would be undertaken simply to make the consumption pro-
gram feasible. After some initial period of indebtedness, assets
would rise, reaching a peak well beyond the peak earnings age, and
then contract as the household retires. The general life cycle path of
assets is given in Table 2.7, as it appeared in a 1962 survey. The de-
cline in assets sets in after age 65.
Nonwage income can be computed with the BLS data as the dif-
ference between income and earnings. One component is the yield
on transferable assets; with a fixed rate of interest this component
would be proportional to assets themselves. Other components are
alimony, social security, and pension payments, much of which comes
TABLE 2.7
MEAN NET WORTH OF CONSUMER UNITS
BY AGE OF HEAD, DECEMBER 31, 1962







SOURCE: Dorothy S. Projector, Survey of
ChangesinFamilyFinances (Boardof
Governors of the Federal Reserve System,
1968), Table S 17.72 THE ALLOCATION OF GOODS OVER THE LIFE CYCLE
late in life. The over-all pattern of nonwage income in the BLS survey,
as in other surveys,41 is that it rises primarily with age.
If expectations about nonwage income were continuously ful-
filled, the theory predicts that nonwage income would have no effect
on consumption over the life cycle, sampling and measurement
errors aside. A positive effect of nonwage income on consumption
over the life cycle could be interpreted as resulting from incorrect
expectations about nonwage income.
The coefficients for nonwage income in Table 2.8 (first line) are
positive, but about one-tenth the size of those for earnings.42 The
modest size of the coefficients is consistent with the emphasis of my
model on the greater importance of variations in earnings compared
to variations in nonwage income in explaining life cycle consump-
tion, which is based on the observation that the former give rise to
substitution effects, while the latter do not. The positive signs of the
coefficients of nonwage income lend some credibility to the notion
that future income is not perfectly predicted. It is also noteworthy that
the coefficients of age andthe tvalues are reduced when nonwage in-
come is included in the regression, owing to the positive correlation
of the latter with age.
Another, quite different, interpretation of the positive coefficient
for nonwage income is that households cannot borrow and lend at
fixed rates of interest, but that the cost of transferring income over
time largely depends on the household's net indebtedness.43 An
extreme version of credit rationing is one in which consumption is
entirely constrained by current income. In order to test against this
hypothesis,I calculated the regression of consumption on total in-
come, nonwage income, family size, and age (all variables in logs
except age). Results are presented in Table 2.8 (second line for each
category). Total income has a positive effect on consumption: the
coefficient is about 0.72 when all households are combined, and
41. This is true for instance in the 1/1,000 sample of U.S. population, 1960, and in
the Survey of Economic Opportunity, 1967.
42. Becker also finds positive coefficients for other income in his regressions for
male time, but his are smaller in magnitude (see Table 3.1, below). Barring measure-
ment errors, these coefficients should be of the same size given constant returns to
scale in production.
43. A discussion of this hypothesis is given in Gilbert R. Ghez, "Life Cycle Con-
sumption in the Presence of Segmentation in the Capital Market" (unpublished, 1968).TABLE 2.8
REGRESSIONS FOR CONSUMPTION OF GOODS: EFFECTS OF NONWAGE INCOME
(dependent variable is log of family consumption)
Inter-
cept






Watson LogE LogR LogVLog FS Age
All Education Levels; Ages 22—65




All Education Levels; Ages 35—65









Grade School; Ages 35—65
3.26120.4945 0.0553 0.0033.9732.93892.4465
(10.5647)(1.7835) (3.5241)(1.2827)
2.5977 —0.0147 0.62180.26660.0029.9741 .94092.3364
(—0.4982)(10.7868)(3.3244)(1.1377)
High School; Ages 22—65
3.36930.4812 0.0677 0.28470.0050.9637.92151.8205
(8.5113)(2.5258) (5.7658)(3.9916)
2.0412 0.0049 0.69210.20950.0029.9692 .93311.7918
(0.21 52)(9.5792)(4.1441)(2.2005)
High School; Ages 35—65
2.3956 0.5370 0.1057 0.38570.0075.9346.85391.8002
(7.7549)(3.0787) (3.9677)(2.6665)
0.5297 0.0423 0.81030.30380.0051 .9555.89961.8375
(1.7134)(9.9672)(3.6588)(2.1443)
College; Ages 22—65









NOTE: E = family earnings, R = family nonwage income, Vfamily income, FS
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ranges from 0.63 to 0.71 within education classes; all these coeffi-
cients have high t values. Nonwage income has a very slight, usually
negative, effect on consumption (when holding total income con-
stant), but none of the estimates is statistically different from zero.
The same results appear in the first-difference regressions given in
Table 2.9.
TABLE 2.9
REGRESSIONS FOR CONSUMPTION OF GOODS: FIRST-DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS










Watson Log E LogA Log V Log
All Education Levels; Ages 22—65
.0045 0.5377 0.2675 .8882 .7783 3.0556
(9.4550) (3.1582)
.0028 0.5608 0.0507 0.2698 .9066 .8083 3.0747
(1 0.4666) (2.6925) (3.4253)
.0011 —0.0061 0.6423 0.2515 .9061 .8072 3.0631
(—0.3261) (0.4250) (3.1539)
Grade School; Ages 22—65
.0026 0.4642 0.1815 .8406 .6919 2.8512
(8.6485) (2.3061)
.0003 0.4769 0.0454 0.1759 .8565 .7131 2.7757
(9.1396) (1.9908) (2.3138)
—.0010 —0.0011 0.5685 0.1687 .8751 .7478 2.7063
(—0.0495)(10.0180) (2.3653)
High School; Ages 22—65
.0098 0.4041 0.3464 .6771 .4314 2.5312
(4.2662) (2.741 3)
.0072 0.4076 0.0889 0.3946 .7732 .5670 2.4095
(4.9316) (3.6782) (3.5533)
.0044 0.0343 0.5794 0.3290 .8169 .6417 2.4700
(1.4495) (6.1248) (3.1861)
College; Ages 22—65
.0074 0.5495 —0.1262 .7308 .5108 2.9477
(6.7195) (—1.1860)
.0057 0.5739 0.0433 —0.1353 .7602 .5454 2.9197
(7.1951) (2.0113) (—1.3178)
.0052 —0.0210 0.6477—0.1172 .7162 .4754 2.9722
(—0 .8846) (6.2977)(—1.0639)
NOTE:= first-difference operator taken over adjacent years of age, E = family
earnings, R=family nonwage income, Y=family income, FS= family size.2.6FURTHER TESTS 75
According to the theory developed in Chapter 1,, variations in
consumption do not depend on variations in nonwage income over
the life cycle. The coefficient for total income measures the effect of
changes in earnings on changes in consumption. On the other hand.
with total income held constant a rise in nonwage income must be
accompanied by a fall in earnings. Hence the model in Chapter 1
would predict that with total income held constant the coefficient for
nonwage income should have a sign opposite to that of total income.
Moreover, since the regressions are logarithmic, the coefficient for
nonwage income should equal in absolute value the product of the
elasticity of consumption with respect to earnings multiplied by the
ratio of nonwage income to earnings. In other words, the absolute
value of the ratio of the coefficient for nonwage income to that of
total income should equal the ratio of nonwage income to total in-
come. While the prediction on the relative signs of the coefficients is
borne out in the regressions, the prediction about their relative mag-
nitude is not, since nonwage income accounts for about 25 per cent
of total income.44
The absolute income hypothesis seems to explain this body of
data remarkably well. It is well known, however, that this hypothesis
has been rejected on many grounds and with much evidence.45 In
particular, it fails to reconcile the secular stability of the savings ratio
with the declining average propensity to consume observed in cross
sections.
One possible interpretation is that nonwage income is poorly
measured. This would bias the coefficient of nonwage income down-
ward and that of total income upward.46 Another interpretation is that
if credit rationing exists,it must surely operate more severely for
borrowers than for lenders. It might be expected that if the years of
age in which households are heavy borrowers are excluded, the pre-
44. This method of testing is by no means accurate, since the expected value of
the ratio of two parameter estimates is not equal to the ratio of the expected values of
these estimates. Approximate tests would have been more appropriate.
45. To name but a few pieces in this voluminous literature, see Friedman, Theory
of the Consumption Function; Hendrik H. Houthakker, "The Permanent Income Hy-
pothesis," American Economic Review (June 1958); Robert Eisner, Comment, Ameri-
can Economic Review (December 1958); Michael K. Evans, "The Importance of Wealth
in the Consumption Function," Journal of Political Economy (August 1967), pp. 335—
351.
46. One may also suggest that the BLS in its attempt to reconcile expenditures and
incomes introduces a systematic positive association between consumption and
income.76 THE ALLOCATION OF Goobs OVER THE LIFE CYCLE
dictions of the theory developed in Chapter 1 would be more clearly
borne out. For this purpose,Iran regressions similar to those in
Table 2.8 (second line) but including only households in which the
head was at least 35 years old. The results are also given in Table 2.8.
They are somewhat better than the results obtained with the wider
sample: the coefficients for nonwage income, stillnegative, are
slightly increased in absolute value, both for all households com-
bined and within education groups. Moreover, the significance levels
of these estimates is slightly increased (except in the case of high
school heads).
2.7 SUMMARY
In this chapter, an attempt was made to provide orders of magnitude
of the responsiveness of the consumption of goods to its deter-
minants over the life cycle. Using the Bureau of Labor Statistics
Survey of Consumer Expenditures for 1960—61, the following main
conclusions were drawn:
i. Consumption responds positively to earnings over the life
cycle. A 10 per cent rise in earnings raises consumption by about 5
per cent.
ii. This positive response can result from three main sources:
(a) substitution effects as described in Chapter 1, (b) income effects
resulting from incorrect income and wage rate expectations, and
(C) income effects resulting from credit rationing. While income
effects are present in the estimates, they by no means account fully
for the positive response of consumption to earnings. In other words,
the substitution effects resulting from lifetime changes in the wage
rate do play a role in determining life cycle consumption.
iii. Increases in family size tend to raise consumption, a finding
consistent with that of many other studies.
iv. The consumption profile has a positive trend in the cross
section. Put differently, age of head has an independent effect on
consumption. This effect is the combined result of interest rate plus
time preference effects and time series trends in productivity that are
captured by drawing observations from different cohorts in a cross
section.
v. In sum, from a relatively complicated model a rather simpleAPPENDIX 77
estimating equation was developed. Results obtained when the equa-
tion was applied to observed cross-cohort consumption behavior
are essentially consistent with the theory. Other interpretations are
possible, but many of these lack a theoretical basis. The general
theoretical framework, which stresses the importance of time in the
home, is capable of generating many other hypotheses which also
appear to be supported by existing evidence (see the references
given in the Introduction to this volume). It is the wide applicability
and broad explanatory power of the framework that is encouraging
evidence of its usefulness. In Chapter 3 Becker provides yet another
piece of evidence related to the life cycle model—the allocation of
hours worked by men over their lifetime. In Chapter 4, the estimates
obtained are used to interpret still other bodies of data.
APPENDIX
In this appendix, I examine the possible biases arising from (1) nonconstant
factor shares, (2) the use of arithmetic means rather than geometric ones,
(3) the use of earnings, rather than wage rates as the price of time.
For simplicity of presentation, I assume that the family is composed of
only one earner. I assume also that elasticities of substitution in consumption
and in production are constant, and that technological change in the house-
hold is factor-neutral.
1 ON THE CONSTANCY OF FACTOR SHARES
For any given individual the change in demand for goods and time at age
t are47
(A2.1)
=—(1 — — [fff(l—s)+ (1— +
(A2.2)
where s is the share of time in the cost of commodities, and other variables
are defined in the text. With factor-neutral technological changes in the
household, the share s would rise, fall, or remain the same as the wage
rate rose, depending on whether the elasticity of substitution in production
was smaller than, greater than, or equal to unity. Suppose we approximated
47. All prices and incomes are intermsof goods. Asterisks were used in thetext to
distinguish them, but are omitted here to simplify the notation.78 THE ALLOCATION OF GOODS OVER THE LIFE CYCLE
the share of time by48
log (A2.3)
with 0 as 1. The change in the price of commodities arising from








Letdenote the geometric mean of the variable x. If we obtain the
regression of the mean of consumption by age on age and on the mean wage




where the summation runs over theindividuals of age t.49 The bias in the
estimate ofwould be equal to the product of 4)2/2 and the regression
coefficient of the linear term log W in a regression of on logand t.
Since this regression coefficient is bound to be positive and
>
0 as 1,
48. This is a first-order approximation to the share given by the production
function with constant elasticity of substitution. Indeed, when
C = +
with+ Sj,, = 1, the share of time is
+
A Taylor expansion of s around a- = 1, dropping second- and higher-order terms, is
s =-f 61(Iog —log —log —1)— — 81)(log w)(o— 1),
or S =+log w, with
8i + — 1)(log log —log
= — —
so thattends to 6a andtends to zero as a- tends to unLty.
49. There is no bias from omission of a wealth variable, given the expectation
model developed in section 2.2. Moreover, there is no bias from omission of a variable
for nonmarket productivity, since technological change in the household sector is
assumed to be disembodied.APPENDIX 79
the least squares estimate ofwould be biased upward, downward, or not
biased according asisless than, more than, or equal to 1.
2 ON THE USE OF ARITHMETIC MEANS
Suppose that factor shares were constant. We would then have the exact
expressions appropriate for the cross section:
log X, = b0 +log+ bit; (A2.6)
log L1a() + a10 log+ a1t; (A2.7)
with
= —
a10 = + —s)];
b1 = a1 = —p) — [1 — s + — (1 — ojgf.
Ishall suppose that the elasticities andare unchanged if we use
arithmetic means rather than geometric ones; the only effect of the change of
variable is to change the value of the intercept. We can then in principle write
(leaving out the disturbance terms):
log=+ b10 log+ b1t; (A2.8)
log L1 =+ log W1 + a1t; (A2.9)
where 7is the arithmetic mean of the variable x. The validity of this substitu-
tion has been given elsewhere.5° In brief,if any variable x is log-normally
distributed, then the difference between its mean logarithm and the log-
arithm of its mean is equal to (minus) one-half the variance of its logarithm:
= 1
log xI log xlog x —var (log x), (A2.1O)
whereis the arithmetic mean and var denotes variance. Therefore, on the
assumption that at any given year of age wage rates, real wealth, and goods
are log-normally distributed, and that the variances of the logarithms of these
variables are constant, the interceptwould also be constant, and would be
related to b0 in the following way:
= b0 +var (log X; t) — var (log w; t). (A2.1 1)
If consumption time were also log-normally distributed, the intercept
would be constant and related to a0 as follows:
= a0 +var (log L; t) —ar,, var (log w; t). (A2.12)
50. See J. Aitchison and J. A. C. Brown, The Lognormal Distribution (Cambridge,
EngI.: Cambridge University Press, 1963).80 THE ALLOCATION OF GOODS OVER THE LIFE CYCLE
3 ON THE USE OF EARNINGS AS THE PRICE OF TIME
I now show how the coefficients are affected if earnings rather than wages
are used as a measure of the price of time.
By definition earnings per period, E, are the product of wage rates and
hours of work, N. If no investment in human capital were made at a given age
and if no other time were "lost," hours of work at that age would be the
mere image of hours spent in consumption:
(A2.13)
From the definition of a covariance, mean earnings at age t, are
= coy (we,
N; t)is the covariance between wage rates and hours of work at
age t.I shall suppose that this covariance is the same at all ages. The cross-
sectional difference between mean earnings of households at. age t+ 1
of the head and at age t is then
—= —+ —





where= — the cross section. But since N = 9 — L, we can re-
late differences in earnings to differences in wage rates by substituting equa-




where= — and cc = The elasticity is neces-
sarily positive since< 0 over the life cycle, according to the theory de-
veloped in Chapter 1. Changes in earnings are positively related to changes
in wage rates, because changes in hours of work are positively related to
changes in wage rates. The elasticityis negative: hours of work and there-
fore earnings peak sooner than wage rates if interest rates net of time prefer-
ence and growth effects are positive.
Notice also that if, at any given age, the covariance between wage rates
and hours of work is small, hence then the elasticity 1 —
and the elasticity — Therefore if coy (w, N; t) = 0,is
necessarily greater than unity. More generallyAPPENDIX 81
coy (w, N; t)
E, —
________
hence > 1unless the covariance between wages and hours of work at
any given age is sufficiently positive. As long as differences in wage rates
are accompanied by differences in real wealth among households and under
the usual assumption that wealth effects dominate substitution effects on
the supply of labor, we expect the covariance between wages and hours of





Now suppose that instead of taking regressions of changes in mean
consumption of goods on changes in the price of time measured by mean




where c10, defined in (A2.16), measures the effect on earnings of changes
in wage rates. Since> 0, and since= (0-f— with s> 0, we have
2.20)
Under the plausible assumption that 1,
IBel <IbwL (A2.21)
On the other hand, the relation betweenthe effect on consumption
of interest rates net of time preference and growth when earnings are used
to measure the price of time, and b,, the effect of these parameters when
wage rates are used, is given by b, = B, H- Becea,, or
B,b,(1 — (A2.22)
since a,= b,. Since c,, the effect of trends on earnings is negative,B,/b,I
1 as Be0, or using (A2.19):
1 as a_f (A2.23)
The interpretation is clear: since earnings peak sooner than wage rates,
wage rates will still be rising when earnings reach a peak. Hence, when
earnings are at a peak, the consumption of goods will be rising or falling as
a_f is greater than or less than82 THE ALLOCATION OF GOODS OVER THE LIFE CYCLE
Now consider the ratio of B, to Be:
t— = —
—










In particular, if= 1,
B,b, W,O
Bebn,
Since WO> E,, we have
B,
(A2.27)
The extension of these results to the case where both husband and wife
are earners is straightforward. If for instance the wife's wage rate is approxi-
mately constant over time, the conditions (A2.20), (A2.21), (A2.23), and (A2.27)
would still apply, with b1, now interpreted to be the coefficient of the wage of
the husband.